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CONVERSION FACTORS

The inch-pound system of units is used in this report. For readers who prefer
metric units, the conversion factors for the terms used in this report are
listed below:

Multiply By To obtain

acre 0.004047 km2 (square kilometer)
acre-ft/yr (acre-foot per 1,233 m 3/yr (cubic meter per
year) year)

ft (foot) 0.3048 m (meter)
ft2/d (foot squared per 0.0929 m 2/d (meter squared per

day) day)
mi (mile) 1.609 km (kilometer)
mi2 (square mile) 2.589 km2 (square kilometer)
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POTENTIAL EFFECTS OF INCREASED GROUND-WATER PUMPAGE ON

BARKA SLOUGH, SAN ANTONIO CREEK VALLEY, SANTA BARBARA COUNTY, CALIFORNIA

By Michael J. Mallory

ABSTRACT

Ground-water use in San Antonio Creek valley is expected to increase
significantly as a result of planned extensive agricultural development in the
basin. The effects of this additional stress on the ground-water system,
particularly on the environmentally sensitive Barka Slough, are of concern in
the basin.

Expectations of the developer are that about 6,640 acre-feet per year of
additional consumptive ground-water use will be required to irrigate an agri-
cultural development of 2,500 acres of vineyards and 1,200 acres of truck-
farmed vegetables. This represents an increase in net basin pumpage of about
60 percent. The developer plans to obtain this water from 12 large-diameter
irrigation wells in the Harris Canyon area.

Analysis of the potential drawdowns in the vicinity of Barka Slough, by
using the Theis nonequilibrium formula, indicates that drawdowns would average
6 feet after 10 years of pumping and would eventually exceed 10 feet. Because
the artesian head in the aquifer that supplies the slough is generally less
than 3 feet above land surface, these declines would probably mean that the
wetlands of Barka Slough would disappear.

An empirical relation, based on historical records of base flow in San
Antonio Creek and net pumpage in the basin, also indicates that the additional
irrigation withdrawals would cause base flow in San Antonio Creek to cease.

Both of these analyses consider the effects of only this particular
agricultural development, which would be in addition to any decline caused by
other increases in pumpage in the basin.
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INTRODUCTION

Ground-water use in the San Antonio Creek valley (fig. 1), is expected to
increase significantly with the establishment of an agricultural development in the
Harris Canyon area. The development will consist of extensive irrigated vineyards
on formerly unirrigated pastureland and a significant increase in acreage for
truck-farmed vegetables. Because previous studies (Hutchinson, 1980) have indicated
that withdrawals are already greater than the perennial yield of the ground-water
basin, the effects of this additional stress are of concern, particularly with
respect to the environmentally sensitive Barka Slough.
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INTRODUCTION 3

Because the Barka Slough lies within the boundaries of Vandenberg Air Force
Base (VAFB), the U.S. Air Force requested the cooperation of the Geological Survey
in a preliminary evaluation of the potential effects on the slough of additional
ground-water withdrawals. An analytical estimate of the potential effects of tile
new agricultural development on ground-water levels in the vicinity of Barka Slough
is based on existing data. No new data were collected, except for a canvass of new
irrigation wells and an interview with tho developer. The reduction in base flow in
San Antonio Creek that would result from this additional pumpage is estimated from
an ei,,pirical relation based on the historical regimen of the basin.
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4 POTENTIAL EFFECTS OF INCREASED GROUND-WATER PUMPAGE, BARKA SLOUGH, CALIF.

Well-Numbering System

Wells are numbered according to their location in the rectangular system
for subdivision of public land. As shown by the diagram, that part of the
number preceding the slash, as in 8N/34W-13F1, indicates the township
(T. B N.); the number following the slash indicates the range (R. 34 W.); the
number following the hyphen indicates the section (sec. 13); the letter fol-
lowing the section number indicates the 40-acre subdivision according to the
lettered diagram below. The final digit is a serial number for wells in each
40-acre subdivision.

R3SW R34W R33W R32W

T9N'

T 8N "

T7N

T6N 6 5 4 3 2 1

7 8 9 110 11 12

Is 17 16 16 14 13~

19 2021 2223
30 2ir 2 27 26 2

32 20 C B A

\ 31 32 33 13431 6 F_ ON/34W-13F1
\ E F 0 H

M L K J

N P 0 R

Description of the Area

The San Antonio Creek drainage basin consists of a 154 square-mile area
in west-central Santa Barbara County, about 55 mi northwest of Santa Barbara
(fig. I). Because the topography, drainage, climate, land use, water use, and
geohydrology of the area are discussed in detail in reports by Hutchinson
(1980) and Muir (1964), only a brief summary of some of these features is
included here. The reader is referred to the earlier reports for a more
complete description.
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The San Antonio Creek drainage basin is about 30 mi long and 7 mi wide.
San Antonio Creek runs the length of the valley and is fed by tributaries that
are slowly dissecting the surrounding hills. Altitudes in the area exceed
1,200 ft along the ridges that flank the valley. The valley floor ranges in
altitude from 800 ft in the eastern part to sea level at the Pacific Ocean and
is underlain by unconsolidated valley-fill deposits and a series of marine and
continental sediments that make up the principal aquifer for ground-water
supply. The ground-water basin underlies an area of about 110 mi2 . VAFB
occupies the western quarter of the valley; the rest of the valley is
primarily agricultural.

San Antonio Creek is intermittent east of Barka Slough, where its flow is
derived mainly from seasonal surface runoff. West of the slough, flow is
augmented by ground water discharged through the slough, and San Antonio Creek
is perennial. A consolidated-rock barrier about 5 mi east of the Pacific
coastline causes the upwelling of ground water to the land surface, a condi-
tion that results in the 550-acre Barka Slough. This slough is one of the few
pristine marshlands in southern California and is known or believed to be
inhabited by at least nine threatened or endangered species of wildlife
(Descheneaux, 1975).

Hutchinson (1980) documented the dramatic increases in demand for munic-
ipal, irrigation, and military water supply in the valley and presented a
comprehensive water budget for the period 1958-77. This water budget indi-
cates a trend toward reduced base flow in San Antonio Creek in response to
increased pumping and ompetition for ground water by phreatophytes.

POTENTIAL EFFECTS OF DEVELOPMENT

Scope of Planned Development

Approximately 2,500 acres of formerly unirrigated pastureland on the east
slope of Harris Canyon are being converted to vineyards. In addition, there
are plans to increase production of truck-farmed vegetables by growing multi-
ple crops each year on 750 acres of land and to plant 450 additional acres of
vegetable crops. Because vineyard irrigation is estimated by the developer to
consume 1.5 ft of water per acre per year, this part of the development will
represent a total consumptive draft on the ground-water system of 3,750 acre-
ft/yr. The 450 acres of new vegetable crops are estimated by the developer to
require a total consumptive use, for the multiple crops, of 3.5 ft of water
per acre per year. The increase in the consumptive requirement of the
750 acres on which production is being accelerated is estimated to be 1.75 ft
per acre per year. The vegetable crops, therefore, will require an additional
2,890 acre-ft/yr of irrigation water. Based on these figures, the total
increase in consumptive water demand for this development is estimated to he
6,640 acre-ft/yr. This represents an increase of more than 60 percent over
the net pumpage in the entire basin in 1977. Wells to supply this water were
canvassed in January 1980. Because of the proximity of the wells (fig. 2) to
Barka Slough and the VAFB well field, these areas may be significantly
affected by the additional pumpage.
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POTENTIAL EFFECTS OF DEVELOPMENT 7

Aquifer Characteristics

In order to quantitatively evaluate the effects of the additional irri-
gation pumpage, the transmissivity and storage coefficient of the aquiter must
be accurately defined. Pumping-test results reported by Hutchinson (1980)
indicate that the aquifer transmissivity varies widely in the basin, possibly
ranging from 2,600 to 34,000 ft2 /d.

Hutchinson's data for wells in the Harris Canyon area suggest a trailis-
missivity of about 24,000 ft2/d. This is the value that was use'd for tmput-
ing projected drawdowns; however, a transmissivity of 24,000 ft/d is .[I the
higher range for the San Antonio basin, and the drawdowns will he greater if
the actual transmissivity is lower.

In the nearby Santa Ynez and Cuyama Valleys (off map), the spe-(iti( yield,
of the Paso Robles Formation was estimated to be 15 percent (Miller, 1976,
p. 37; Singer and Swarzenski, 1970, p. 19). On the basis of these estimates
and assuming that the aquifer characteristics of Santa Barbara County's
ground-water basins are similar, a storage coefficient of 0.15 was selected as
representative of the unconfined areas of the aquifer, which include the part
underlying the Harris Canyon area. As the drawdown effects of pumping in the
Harris Canyon area reach the vicinity of Barka Slough, however, response of
the aquifer system will in part reflect the much lower (approximately 0.0001)
storage coefficient of the confined sediments underlying the slough. This
lower storage coefficient will cause the actual drawdowns near the slough to
be greater than those calculated for unconfined conditions. The drawdown for
unconfined and confined conditions predicted in the following section indi-
cates the minimum and maximum drawdown that might be expected from the
proposed additional pumping.

Potential Drawdown

The Theis nonequilibrium formula (1935) provides a means of evaluating
the effect on water levels in the vicinity of Barka Slough of each of the
12 irrigation wells shown in figure 2. Because the equations governing
ground-water flow are linear operators mathematically, the total drawdown due
to this development can be calculated at any point in the area of interest
simply by summing the individual drawdowns due to each of the 12 irrigation
wells.

Figures 3, 4, and S show the predicted additional drawdown in the Barka
Slough area due to the proposed pumpage for irrigation after 1, 10, and
50 years, respectively, using this method. Figure 6 shows a hydrograph of the
additional drawdown due to the proposed agricultural pumpage that might be
expected to develop in the vicinity of well 8N/34W-15F2 (WETSU-4) on VAFB near
the slough.
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FIGURE 6. --Hydrograph of well 8N/34W-15F2, showing predi ted iddi t i ma I
drawdown due to proposed irrigation pumpage in tilt, Harri Cs Calyon ari'a,
assuming an unconfined aquifer.

The hydrographs indicate that, although it would take about a ve.r - iftc
pumping begins for any noticeable drawdown to occur in the vicinity of Hark.,
Slough, eventually, after about 50 years, the reduction of water levels in tlt,
area would be about 10 ft.

These predicted drawdowus represent the efect ot only this inlstan. (.1
agricultural development. Increases in pumpage by muniii ipal , mi I v (11t ol

other agricul tural users would cause drawdowns iii addit ion to those t 1(ilated.h
here. This development was unanticipated in the report (it ilutclins l 98 ( 0),
but these drawdowns superimposed on those calUli t(ed in Iithlinsioll' stdNtdy
indicate a total drawdown of 8 to 10 ft in the slough area alter about ') v l.s

of pumping.
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Barka Slough is supplied with water by the upward leakage of ground water
through clay confining beds tihat immediately underlie the slough. In 1976
several small-diameter holes were augered through the confining layer by the
U.S. Geological Survey to monitor the head differential driving the upward
leakage (J. A. Singer, U.S. Geological Survey, oral commnun., 1980). At that
time, about halt the wells flowed over the top of their casings, which were
tinished about 3 ft above land surface. At present (1980) only one well
continues to flow above its casing. T]his well has been shut in to rr.ascore the
lpotentiomletric head at land surface at this point. The head was determinled inl
1979 to be about 7 ft at land surface. A head reduction of 10 it would there-
fore reverse the upward gradient which causes water to flow from the aqui fer
into Barka Slough. This reversal of gradient would mean that, instead of
water flowing in from the aquifer, water would drain from Barka Slough into
the aquifer. The drainage woulId cont inue tunt ilI, eventually, the slough wouldI
be deprived of' ground water.

The foregoing predicted drawdowt assumes an unconfined storage coelft-
c ient ; however, the aqu ifer directly beneath Barka Slough is confinled, and
examiinat ion of dtrill cuttings from wellIs in the westi rn flank of Harris Canlyonl
indicates signifcant amounts of clay (Peter Martin, U.S. Geological Survey,

or ominun , 1980). The presence of extensive clay in the cutt inrgs inrd icat e%
that the aquifer may hie subject to at least local intermi ttent cornfinement as
tar east as thi.i area. '

rhe effect rye storage coefficient of a confined aquifer is typica.lly
I00 to I ,000 times smaller than those typical of unconf ined aqn i ers. Illiis is
kille. to the fact that in1 .i confined aquifer the water discharged is derived '

from the expansion ol the water .ind] contraction of the aqui fer skeleton as
pi-essure tin the aquiIter is reduced; in an unconfined aquil er, houtever, W'Itrt'
is derived from the physical drainage dlue to gravity fromt the pore' spatei
bttwee'n the g rains of the aquifer skeleton. Because hot h the comnpress ib rit y
')f w.tr ar1)I the mloduluis of e'last icity of the material of the iqIiritr skel,'toii

re small I, the ipiant ity of water that c-an be derived fromt storaige IitIi
Ionl It ned ..qi I IIerc s Much sman I Ite r t hanl i I thet( same aqi I Itc r we re iircorlI f icedt

N4 ve r a I ari Iyt icIa-I mie t hod I s i.)%. i labl 1e t o a.nalIvze t he s I1. t I (ion 1 1
Wfit it h I pump r ig we I I if1 1 e( t S .ini " n(.I thIat ( s partl t otr I f i tiedl andi pa rt I y Int) ()]I-
tI otrie , 'Is Ish the I Ise' 1ii t h Is exarlir Ice. An rippe r I irit on )i tie, pos s 1 ic1e re-

spouise oit thle aquitcr , however, , anl he r rid r at d by (orusidr tI iig whiat thle
rvspoI)( st wol Ic I be ifI the- u'i tI re' systemi werev corI ied .AlIt hlugh It i sii u I kel IV
that t he' ict ~a I re'sponse of the .1411i .'r toi the' iut reased develIopmernt .,mi 1d hl'

thIs great , it is li kely that the r'sjlonse would I ii' somewhevre bet wei'i thle
iuiue t ornsvit ive va Ilues preyvioulIy ka I jt-t ml1 id 4l1 t liis.v i ;I ut's, I' cgilit
shows a fydrograph ofl the response of .i totalIly contfine'u svstt i' ti theii vu~i

ty of well 8N/)4W-lI F2 (WF''SII-4 ) As canl h' see'n by (omp. ring liglut's 6 -ird
7, thte resiioruse f ront .I con t iu tl'.qui it et system to t he' propodl)i4 pomiprugwol
he. seeni much more ipri ckly (more, tfanl lI ItI of Illn,,wdowrl A, tills lotit lou l i

I month)I and would he' muith greatcir than fort the ,ii:coninviccl systtem crc whlittl
drawdown would hie sta.rce ly cftettanhle if ti'r I moth
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FIGURE 7.--Hydrograph of well 8N/34W-15F2, showing predicted additional
drawdown due to proposed irrigation pumpage in the Harris Canyon area,
assuming a confined aquifer.

Potential Reduction of Base Flow

Hutchinson (1980) presented graphic evidence, reproduced here as

figure 8, of a strong empirical correlation between base fiow in San Antonio
Creek and net pumpage from the ground-water basin. For the period examined by

Hutchinson, 1958-77, and considering only the years with precipitation within

25 percent of the long-term (1909-77) average, the relation between base flow
andi net pumpage has a correlation coefficient of 0.89. Even when all years
are considered, the correlation coefficient of the relation (0.74) remains
significant. The reduced correlation when years of exceptional precipitation
are included should not be unexpected, because such conditions probably cause

a significant variation in the percentages of the total precipitation that are

lost to evapotranspiration and to overland flow.
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If we accept the validity of the regression developed by Hutchinson, it
is possible to predict the potential reduction in base flow of San Antonio
Creek at the mouth of Barka Slough. The slope of the regression line shown in
figure 8 indicates that for every acre-foot per year increase in net pumpage
there will be a decrease in base flow of approximately 0.2 acre-ft/yr. There-
fore, additional pumpage of 6,640 acre-ft/yr would cause a reduction of base
flow in San Antonio Creek of about 1,300 acre-ft/yr, more than twice the base
flow which actually occurred in 1977 and greater than the base flow observed
for any year since 1969. This evidence indicates that base flow in San
Antonio Creek west of Barka Slough would cease and the wetlands of the slough
would eventually disappear if the basin is subjected to increased pumpage of
the magnitude considered here.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Two independent lines of evidence indicate that additional pumpage of
6,640 acre-ft/yr in San Antonio Creek basin would result in the eventual
disappearance of the wetlands of Barka Slough.

An analysis, using the Theis formula, of the drawdown effects of
12 irrigation wells pumping this amount of water from the Harris Canyon area
indicates that drawdown in the Barka Slough area would be about 6 ft after
10 years and would eventually exceed 10 ft. Because the artesian head in the
aquifer underlying the slough is generally less than 3 ft above land surface
and is not known to exceed 7 ft anywhere in the area, the expected drawdown
would cause most recharge of water by upward leakage to the slough to cease in
10 years or less.

An empirical relation between base flow in San Antonio Creek west of
Barka Slough and net ground-water pumpage in the basin indicates that an
increase in ground-water pumpage of 6,640 acre-ft/yr would reduce base flow in
the creek by 1,300 acre-ft/yr. Because this is more than twice the base flow
of San Antonio Creek in recent years, this line of evidence also suggests that
base flow in San Antonio Creek would cease and Barka Slough would begin to dry
up.

The calculations presented here are conservative in that the aquifer
transmissivity used is high in the range of transmissivities observed in the
basin. Furthermore, the storage coefficient used in these calculations, 0.15,
is characteristic of only the unconfined part of the basin. Although the part
of the aquifer from which irrigation withdrawals will take place is probably
unconfined, as drawdown effects due to the irrigation pumping spread westward,
part of the water that will supply these withdrawals will be derived from the
confined part of the aquifer system. Drawdowns in the confined part of the
aquifer system can he expected to develop more rapidly than those calculated
for a completely unconfined system.
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